
CEO Daddy 581 

Chapter 581 Want To See Them 

"Ask Kerr and Nicole to see me." Edward made it clear that if he wanted to see Nicole and Kerr. He 

would not see anyone else. 

Standing at the door, Nicole heard the voice of Edward. She turned around and looked at the police 

beside her. "He wants to see me. Let me see him!" She didn't want to put Freya in danger because of 

her delay. 

Hearing what Nicole said, the police dared not rashly let her take the risk. "Mrs. Gu, please don't worry. 

We will have a special negotiation expert to solve it." 

While speaking, the negotiator invited by the police arrived at the scene. He nodded at Nicole and 

walked towards the door. 

According to the clues provided by Nicole, the negotiator had already known Edward's identity and 

background. Facing the restaurant, he said, "Edward, right? If you have any requirements, just tell me. I 

will try my best to help you solve them through negotiation. " 

The negotiator said lightly. 

Hearing that it was not Kerr and Nicole, Edward was full of anger. He picked up the wooden chair beside 

him and smashed it at the glass door. 

"Clap!" The glass door was smashed into pieces. 

"I'll give you fifteen minutes. If I haven't seen Kerr and Nicole then, I'll ask them to come and bury 

Freya's body." Edward said resolutely. 

Hearing what Edward said, the negotiator had to step back and looked at Nicole in front of him. 

"Let me do in." Said Nicole again. 

"Mrs. Gu, you'd better inform Mr. Gu first." The policeman reminded her. 

Nicole then came to her senses and dialed Kerr's number. 

The situation this time was different from the last time. Nicole was not completely sure. Last time, 

Sunny wanted to get her shares, so they still had a chance to bargain with each o 

she got out of his arms. 

She held Kerr's hand tightly, as if she was worried that he would let go of her. 

Looking at Nicole's stubborn face, Kerr knew what she was thinking. When he was about to refuse, 

Nicole stopped him. 

"Don't say those useless words. I'm waiting for you to take mom and me home." Grasping Kerr's hand, 

Nicole walked towards the door of the restaurant. 



She wouldn't let Kerr face it alone. In the past, she would feel scared, but now, with Kerr, she was not 

afraid of anything. 

Noticing her stubbornness, Kerr smiled and said, "Don't regret." He held her hand tightly. It seemed that 

he had to take good care of her. 

It was good to take her with him. Otherwise, Kerr would be very worried if he couldn't see her. 

Nicole nodded and walked towards the restaurant. 

Jared knew what Kerr meant, so he immediately arranged everything outside. He called in Kim and Ken, 

and then followed Kerr and Nicole, just in case. 

Inside the restaurant, Edward and Freya were both very anxious. 

As time passed, Edward looked at the clock on the wall. There were only two minutes left before the 

fifteen minutes he said. 

Chapter 582 You Are A Liar 

In fact, even if Kerr didn't show up, he wouldn't dare to hurt Freya. 

After all, Freya was his last bargaining chip. 

"It seems that you are not that important to Kerr and Nicole. Is this the daughter-in-law you have chosen 

meticulously, the one that your son are proud of?" 

Edward satirized Freya. 

He had kept in mind how Freya fawned on Sunny. 

It was not until now that he saw the embarrassed look of Freya that Edward felt happy for Sunny. The 

anger in his heart was somewhat dissipated. 

Freya kept her eyes on the door. For some reason, Freya was not worried at all, as if she knew that Kerr 

and Nicole would definitely appear. 

Kerr held Nicole's hand and walked into the restaurant, but he suddenly stopped. 

"What's wrong?" Although Kerr was there, no one knew what was going on in the restaurant. Thinking 

of this, Nicole couldn't help getting nervous. 

Seeing Kerr stop, Nicole asked him curiously. 

"Bring me the recording pen in the car. It may come in handy later. It's in the storage cabinet of the car." 

Kerr said lightly. 

Nicole nodded and didn't think too much. She let go of Kerr's hand, turned around and walked towards 

Kerr's car. But she didn't see Kerr standing behind her nod to Jared. 

Looking into Kerr's eyes, Jared instantly understood what he meant. He was worried, but he had to obey 

Kerr's order and gave him a firm look. 

When Nicole opened the door and got into the car, Jared stood aside, closed the door and locked it. 



Hearing the sound of the door behind her, almost at that moment, Nicole understood Kerr's intention. 

She turned around and slapped the door hard, but the door had been locked. 

She couldn't open it anyway. 

"Kerr Gu! What are you up to? You lied 

hole thing. She looked around the door of the restaurant, and suddenly a light flashed through her eyes. 

"Jared, is there a back door of this restaurant? Go and find a way to get a map of this restaurant for me." 

She had to find a new way. Now Kerr just came in and could attract the attention of Edward. 

Seeing the serious look on her face, Jared understood what she meant. He nodded at her and 

immediately turned around to look for what she needed. 

Inside the restaurant. 

Just as Edward was about to frighten Freya, a voice came from the door. 

"Stop!" Kerr shouted at Edward and pushed open the glass door of the restaurant. As soon as he saw 

Freya tied to the chair by Edward, his eyes darkened. 

At this time, Freya looked embarrassed and scared. But Kerr could clearly feel that the moment he came 

in, there was a flash of surprise in her eyes. 

"Kerr... What's wrong with you? " Freya was looking forward to Kerr's appearance, but she was also 

worried that if Kerr appeared in front of Edward, he would get hurt. 

The moment Freya saw Kerr, her eyes turned red. She knew that he cared about her, although they 

didn't talk much. 

Chapter 583 Dominant Position 

However, when Freya was in danger, Kerr still stood out firmly. 

Kerr didn't say anything. But when he saw that Freya was worried about him, he seemed to have 

forgiven everything that she had done to him in the past. 

Now, Kerr only hoped that Freya could be safe. 

"Kerr! Why are you alone?" Edward asked Kerr angrily as he didn't see Nicole behind him. 

In his opinion, Kerr was not the only one who caused Sunny pain, so he didn't want to let go of anyone 

who had hurt Sunny. 

With the appearance of Kerr, the nerves of Edward stiffened, holding the dagger tightly in his hand, 

against the neck of Freya. 

"Don't you want to see me? Now I'm here. You can let her go." Kerr said coldly. 

Although Kerr was in a passive position now, he still showed a calm and unhurried look on his face. It 

was hard to tell Kerr's mood, as if he was not affected by Edward's behavior. 



"Where is Nicole? Why didn't she come? It seems that you didn't take my words seriously. It seems that 

you really don't care about this old woman!" 

While speaking, Edward gently pointed the dagger at Freya's face, with an obvious threat, as if as long as 

Kerr did not meet his requirements, he would cut Freya's face without hesitation. 

"Edward, you have been with Sunny all the time. You can do anything for her. Even if the He family has 

completely disappeared and Sunny is alone and helpless, you haven't betrayed her. 

I appreciate your loyalty very much. Even now, the reason why you hold a hostage is that you want to 

save Sunny. I can fulfill your wish to send Sunny here and let her go." 

Kerr didn't say anything else. He just spoke out what Edward wanted most. 

Although Edward hadn 

mean he could let go of Edward. 

No one had ever threatened him, which seriously compromised his dignity. 

Feeling Kerr's threat, Edward kept silent, because he was very hesitant. He knew clearly that it was 

Moore who sent Sunny to prison, but if he really exposed Moore's secrets. 

Then no one could provide a decent life for Ron. 

At that time, even if Sunny came out, it would be difficult to guarantee the life of Ron. He was worried 

that Sunny would blame him, because he knew clearly how important Ron was to Sunny. 

In order to get a better life for Ron, Sunny was willing to do anything. 

"Think it over. This is your only chance." Hearing the conversation between Kerr and Edward, Freya also 

understood Kerr's intention, so she said lightly to Edward beside her. 

She wanted to persuade Edward, but she didn't expect that her words would make Edward's emotion 

very unstable. 

"Shut up!" Edward shouted at Freya, not knowing what to do. He became very irritable. With a dagger in 

one hand, he placed it against her neck. 

He raised the other hand and took off the peaked cap on his head irritably. 

Chapter 584 Threatening Sunny 

He then threw the cap to the ground hard. 

"Don't push me!" Feeling that he was controlled by Kerr for no reason, Edward didn't feel safe at all. On 

the one hand, he wanted to save Sunny. 

On the one hand, he was worried that Sunny would blame him if she knew his decision. 

His heart was in a mess, and he didn't know how to make a decision. 



Looking at the appearance of Edward, Freya's heart was full of fear. Her peaceful life in the past more 

than forty years had been completely destroyed recently, although she had been through some thrilling 

experience again and again... 

Now facing the threat of Edward, she still felt fear. 

"Calm down and don't do anything stupid. I know you don't believe me. I can let you see Sunny first, so 

that you can believe me, right?" While speaking, Kerr took out his phone and dialed the number of Kim. 

Hearing Kerr's words, Edward gradually calmed down and looked at him, with obvious expectations in 

his eyes, as if as long as it came to Sunny, Edward would not be so flustered. 

Kerr glanced at Edward and put the phone near his ear. 

At the door of the restaurant, when the phone rang, Kim answered it immediately, "Sir!" Kim was so 

nervous that he drew the curtains of the restaurant. 

They couldn't see clearly what was going on in the restaurant, so they didn't dare to get close to it 

rashly, and even the police didn't dare to act rashly. After all, the hostage in the restaurant was Freya. If 

she was hurt a little... 

No one could bear the consequences. 

"Bring Sunny here." Kerr said seriously. 

Upon hearing this, Kim put down his phone and negotiated with the police. Finally, for the safety of the 

hostages, the police agreed to bring 

possible. So that he could rest assured. 

Hearing Kerr's words, Edward turned to look at him. The surprise in his eyes disappeared with obvious 

scrutiny. 

"Kerr, you'd better keep your word." Edward warned Kerr. Then he slowly put down the dagger in front 

of Freya. 

Seeing the interaction between Kerr and Edward, Sunny knew that Edward must have made some 

exchange with Kerr, so she spoke loudly to Edward. 

"What did you promise him, Edward? Don't trust him. Have you forgotten how he made me like this?" 

Tears welled up in Sunny's eyes when she thought of what she had experienced, but she never thought 

of what she had done. She just remembered those who had hurt her. 

Hearing Sunny's words, Edward, who was about to release Freya, once again pressed the dagger in his 

hand against Freya's neck. 

"Miss, what do you want?" No matter what happened, Edward would never betray Sunny. As long as it 

was Sunny's order, even if Edward knew it was wrong, he would obey it without hesitation. 

"I want you to kill her!" Looking at Freya's eyes with obvious gnashing teeth, Sunny thought of the pain 

she had suffered recently. 



Chapter 585 Sunny Contradicted 

In fact, all her suffering came from Freya. 

So she wished she could see Freya die in front of her right now. 

Hearing Sunny's words, Kim was obviously shocked. Standing beside Sunny, he raised his hand and 

covered her mouth directly. He didn't want to hear anything that would do harm to Freya from Sunny's 

mouth. 

All the people present, except Kerr, were surprised. They didn't expect that Sunny would cut off all 

means of retreat. 

"My lady!" Edward knew that Sunny hated the Gu family, but he didn't expect that she would speak it 

out in front of Kerr. 

Looking at the resentment in Sunny's eyes when she faced her, Freya realized that Sunny had already 

hated her to the core. She really wanted to treat her as her daughter in the past. 

She didn't expect such a result. 

"Sunny, do you have conscience? What did I do to you before? Now you want to kill me?" Freya 

questioned Sunny loudly. 

However, Sunny couldn't give her an answer. Sunny, who was controlled by Kim, tried her best to 

struggle, but her vicious eyes never changed. 

Kim didn't expect that Sunny would suddenly change her mind. When they were outside, Sunny had 

promised him. 

In a dilemma, Edward lowered his head and looked at Freya. Was he really going to do as Sunny wished 

to kill Freya now? 

In fact, he knew better than anyone else that if he really did so, both he and Sunny would die today. 

"Edward, think it over. You should know that Sunny is not that sober now. Do you really want to make 

trouble with her? After killing my mother, will you and Sunny be able to escape unscathed?" 

Kerr was anxious, but he kept calm on the surface. 

"You have to think it over. Is it really worth it to exchange the lives of the two of you for the lives of m 

I will follow you. If you are exposed, they can also relax their vigilance at the position where we appear. 

We still have a second chance." 

Besides, Ken could also protect Nicole for Kerr. 

Nicole nodded, made some preparations, and quietly walked into the back door of the restaurant. 

Listening to the noise in the restaurant, Nicole couldn't hear clearly what Kerr and the others were 

talking about, but she also knew that the matter was very serious. 



"Sunny has come. We may have a chance later." Following Nicole, Ken reminded her of his warning to 

Nicole. 

He took Nicole's hand and hid behind the showcase. He didn't want to expose himself too early in front 

of Edward. 

They were relatively close to Edward, so it could be said that they had the chance to save Freya. 

However, Edward had a weapon in his hand, and if they were not careful enough, they would also hurt 

themselves. 

Hearing Ken's words, Nicole nodded and listened carefully to the conversation inside. 

It was not until Nicole heard the words "Kill Freya" from Sunny that she was startled subconsciously. 

When Nicole was about to rush out, she was stopped by Ken beside her. 

Chapter 586 Moved By Her 

Ken was also worried about Freya, but he didn't want Nicole to get hurt. He shook his head at her, 

indicating her to wait. 

Because Ken knew that it was impossible for Kerr not to take action. 

Seeing that Kerr was threatening Sunny, Edward paid all his attention to Sunny. His hand holding the 

dagger turned around and accidentally cut Freya's neck. 

"Ah!" Freya screamed instinctively. 

Hearing Freya's voice, Nicole couldn't wait any longer. She shook off Ken's hand and rushed out. 

"Edward!" Nicole called out the name of Edward. 

Her eyes rested on Freya. She frowned when she saw a slight scratch on Freya's neck and blood beads 

coming out from the wound. 

Hearing Nicole's voice behind him, Kerr was startled. He immediately turned around and looked at her. 

He didn't know where this little woman came from. 

"Nicole! Why are you here? Who let you come here? Where is Jared?" Kerr questioned Nicole. He knew 

that she wouldn't give up easily. 

That's why he sent someone to keep an eye on Nicole. He didn't expect that she still had a chance to 

escape. 

Nicole shook her head at Kerr, "I'm fine. Don't worry." She gave Kerr a smile to reassure him. Then she 

turned to look at Edward who was close to her. 

When Edward heard the scream of Freya, he subconsciously took the dagger a little further. After all, 

now Freya was the only bargaining chip in his hand. 

Before he made any decision, he didn't want to lose his only chance with Sunny. 

Looking at Nicole who suddenly appeared in front of him, Edward was full of vigilance. He didn't expect 

her to be so cunning. He didn't even know where she came from. 



"Nicole, what do you want to do?" Obvious 

elt such warmth. 

No one had ever sacrificed their lives for her, and she had never thought that the first person who was 

willing to do so for her was Nicole, the person she hated most in the past. 

"Mom, this is what I should do." Nicole didn't think so much. All she wanted was to see Freya safe and 

sound, but when Freya stopped her, she was moved. 

No matter what, with Freya's understanding, even if Nicole made some sacrifice, she felt it was worth it. 

Freya shook her head and said, "Nicole, I appreciate your kindness. I know you are a good child. You can 

ignore the past, but I can't forget it. 

I'm sorry. I owe you an apology." Freya had never said that because she was embarrassed. Although her 

attitude towards Nicole had changed... 

And she had accepted Nicole in her heart, she had never said an apology to Nicole from beginning to 

end. 

Seeing that Freya was moved, Nicole shook her head and said, "Mom, you don't have to apologize. I 

have told you that we are family." Nicole said sincerely. 

"You can leave now. You don't have to save me. This is my retribution. Kerr, leave me alone." 

Chapter 587 Great Family 

Although Freya also wanted to live a good life, she really didn't want to implicate Nicole and Kerr. 

This time, she felt very ashamed. 

"I won't leave. Mom, let's go together." Nicole said seriously. She wanted to take a step forward, but 

was threatened by the dagger in the hand of Edward. 

Looking at the sincere expressions of Nicole and Freya, Sunny felt very ironic. "Hahaha!" With an 

obvious sneer on her face, she said, "Your love is really moving. 

But don't you think you are hypocritical to say something like that?" Sunny questioned Nicole and Freya. 

She would never believe these two women again. 

"You always wear hypocritical masks on your faces. You never admit the greed in your hearts." Sunny's 

voice was full of disgust. 

"Shut up!" Kerr ordered loudly to Sunny beside him. His eyes were full of worry. He wanted both Nicole 

and Freya to be safe. 

"Edward, you just want a person who can threaten me. I can be your hostage. Whatever you want, I will 

make the final decision. You can tell me directly." 

Kerr said to Edward. He didn't want Nicole to be in danger. 



This little woman needed protection herself, but now she was risking her own safety to protect Freya. 

Kerr really regretted not tying this little woman up. 

In that case, even if she would be angry, at least he could ensure her safety. 

Hearing Kerr's words, Nicole turned to look at him and said, "Kerr, believe me, as long as we meet their 

requirements, we will be fine." 

Nicole gave Kerr a meaningful look and inadvertently looked in the direction of Ken, indicating that she 

had been prepared. 

Kerr frowned and caught a glimpse of Ken who was hiding behind Edward. Ken showed his hand and 

made a gesture to Kerr, indicating him to rest assured. 

n pointed the gun at Edward. 

With her all strength, Nicole pushed Freya out of the room. She knew that Freya was injured, but she 

could only be saved if She was out of the control of Edward. 

Edward stretched out his hand and pinched Nicole's neck to keep her under his control. 

"Nicole!" Freya turned around and saw that Nicole was caught by Edward. 

Nicole was very worried about Freya. 

The police stepped forward, lifted Freya out and sent her to the hospital for emergency treatment. 

Seeing what was happening, Kerr's face darkened. He stretched out his hand and directly strangled the 

neck of Sunny beside him. There was obvious anger on his face and threat in his eyes. 

"Release her right now! Otherwise, I will let Sunny die in front of you." Kerr threatened. 

Perhaps Kerr was so soft-hearted that Edward would be so arrogant. Since Freya had been injured, Kerr 

wouldn't let Nicole get any more harm. 

"Kerr, stop! Don't forget that I still have Nicole!" Looking at Kerr's action, Edward was very scared. 

After all, he knew Kerr's strength. It was too easy for him to kill Sunny, and what he wanted was not to 

perish together with Kerr.. 

Chapter 588 Another Road 

Looking at Sunny's breathless face, the dagger in Edward's hand was trembling. 

Nicole looked at Kerr's angry face with obvious pity in her eyes. 

"Kerr, calm down! Trust me! I'll be fine!" Nicole tried to persuade Kerr. Now there were policemen 

around. If Kerr really hurt Sunny. 

Even if there was a reason, he would get into trouble. 

Nicole knew that Kerr wouldn't care about it, but she had to. 

She didn't want him to get into trouble. 



"Mr. Kerr, calm down." The policeman standing next to Kerr was also persuading him. 

Looking into Nicole's eyes, Kerr didn't see any fear in her eyes. The hostage was Nicole, but she was 

calmer than everyone here. 

Sunny, who was held by Kerr, couldn't say a word at all. She could only hold Kerr's wrist and struggle 

desperately, trying to get rid of him. 

"Kerr, let her go." Nicole persuaded Kerr cautiously. 

Kerr felt a little relieved. 

After throwing Sunny to the police behind him, Kerr looked at Edward opposite him and thought that he 

should trust Nicole. 

Looking at Kerr's action, Nicole finally breathed a sigh of relief. She took a deep breath and said calmly 

to Edward behind her. 

"I know what you want. I can promise you that there are only two choices for you now. First, listen to 

Sunny's orders. In order to vent her anger, you can kill me. 

Then Sunny will stay in prison for the rest of her life because of what happened before, and she would 

be found guilty of abetment. Is that what you want to see? 

At that time, Ron, Sunny's child, will be left alone and even sent to an orphanage. Do you think Moore 

will take that child seriously?" 

Nicole said indifferently and glanced at the direction of Sunny. Sunny was st 

ned to Daisy before, Jared didn't have time to report it to Kerr. 

Kerr said to Jared, but his eyes had been fixed on Nicole. He clearly saw the dagger in the hand of 

Edward. He was worried that the dagger stained with the blood of Freya would hurt Nicole. 

However, Nicole met Kerr's eyes and gave him a reassuring look. At least, up to now, Nicole was still in 

control of the progress of the matter, and she obviously felt that Edward behind her was a little hesitant 

because of her words. 

"Edward, think it over. I admire your loyalty. It's wonderful for you to stay with Sunny when she has lost 

everything. You did everything for her good. 

I believe that you know what kind of future is the best for Sunny." Nicole tried to persuade Edward. 

As long as the defense line of Edward was broken, Nicole knew that she would be safe. 

Hearing what she said, Edward kept silent. After a long time, he asked indifferently, "Do you know the 

whereabouts of Ron?" In fact, Edward had always suspected that Moore had lied to Sunny. 

After all, Moore had always said that he would take good care of Ron, but they had never seen Ron. 

Chapter 589 Do You Feel Sorry For Her 

Moore was also surprised when Ron disappeared. 



It meant that Ron's disappearance was beyond Moore's expectation. 

If that was the case, Edward doubted that Moore did not find Ron back at all. 

"I know." Nicole felt a little guilty, but if she denied it now, it meant that what she had said before was 

not convincing. 

But Nicole made up her mind that she would help them find Ron since she had promised them. 

Nicole looked at Kerr, as if telling him her decision. 

Although Nicole and Edward car talked in a low voice, Kerr understood what they were talking about 

through the movement of Nicole's mouth and knew what Nicole had promised Edward. He then nodded 

to her. 

Obviously, he agreed to her decision. 

Even though he was still worried about her, he had no choice at this point. He decided to teach this 

unruly woman a lesson when they came back. 

Not aware of her danger at all, Nicole turned her attention to Edward behind her. 

Sunny, who was standing opposite them, saw Jared walk in front of her and grab the bag from Jared's 

hand. She looked at the content in surprise. 

It was clear that Moore was ready to leave, but he didn't bring Ron with him. There was even no news 

about Ron on the document. 

"I don't believe it!" Sunny threw the documents directly at Nicole, but there were some distance 

between them, so the documents scattered on the ground. 

It didn't hurt Nicole. 

But Kerr was very dissatisfied with Sunny's provocations. He turned around and faced Sunny, "I warn 

you, don't try to challenge my bottom line again." 

Kerr didn't allow anyone to hurt Nicole in front of him. 

Seeing the anger in Kerr's eyes, Sunny burst into laughter. "Hahaha! Kerr, do you feel sorry for her? You 

sound on the phone was very clear. 

But she didn't give up. She dialed the same number again and again. At first, no one answered, but at 

last, the phone was turned off. 

It was self-evident what it meant. 

"You should believe me now. I didn't lie to you, right?" Looking at Sunny's sad face, Nicole couldn't bear 

it, but she also knew that what Sunny had experienced now was all her own fault. 

Sunny didn't deserve her sympathy. 

"Sunny, I know a lot of things have come to this for many reasons. I don't want to dwell on the past. 

There is one thing I can promise you, and I can help you take good care of Ron. 



I mean it." Said Nicole seriously. 

Just because the child was innocent, she didn't want their grudges affect the next generation. 

Hearing Sunny's words, both Sunny and Edward were surprised. They didn't expect that Nicole could still 

consider for Ron in such a situation. 

"Nicole, don't pretend to be kind here. I don't care. Even if Moore is unwilling to take Moore away with 

him, all the assets under Moore's name have been transferred to Ron. 

I have nothing to worry about." Sunny said to herself, feeling lucky. 

Chapter 590 Keep Your Words 

Fortunately, Sunny had left something for herself when they said they were going to get married. 

So now she had such confidence. 

Seeing that Sunny still didn't know what was going on, Nicole couldn't help but feel angry when she 

thought of what Moore had done. 

"Sunny, wake up. The marriage certificate is fake. Do you think Moore will care about your child?" Nicole 

didn't know why there was such a stupid woman in the world. 

In the past, she thought that Sunny was a little smart, but now seeing that Sunny was so stubborn, 

Nicole felt very sad. 

Sunny knew it in her heart, but she couldn't accept the fact at all. 

Feeling her legs paralyzed, Sunny couldn't stand firm at all. 

Fortunately, the police next to her reached out and grabbed her arm in time to prevent her from falling 

to the ground. 

"My lady!" 

Looking at Sunny's face, Edward couldn't help but be distracted. His hand holding the dagger moved a 

little away from Nicole's neck, just at this moment... 

Ken, who had been hiding aside, quickly grabbed Nicole's wrist and pulled her over from the hand of 

Edward. 

Noticing that Edward was relaxed, Nicole carefully avoided the dagger in his hand. 

Feeling that she was finally out of the control of Edward, Nicole breathed a sigh of relief. Before she 

could react, she felt that she had fallen into a warm embrace. 

Kerr kept his eyes on the direction of Nicole. At the moment when she got rid of the hold of Edward, 

Kerr walked quickly to her and pulled her into his arms. 

Before Edward could react, he felt that his hand was empty, and his body was controlled by someone. 

He knew that this might be the fate he could not escape. 

But there was only one wish in 



ken today's risk, she would take advantage of this opportunity. 

Moore's existence had always been a hidden trouble for them. She didn't want him to disturb their 

peaceful life again. 

"Okay, I'll tell you everything I know." Edward agreed with Nicole. Somehow, he thought Nicole was 

more reliable than Moore. 

"No, you can't!" Sunny ordered Edward loudly. Seeing that Edward was obedient to Nicole, Sunny's eyes 

were full of jealousy. At this time, she had lost the ability to think rationally. 

In her opinion, Edward was her man, so he should only obey her orders. Moreover, Nicole was her 

sworn enemy. How could she bear it? 

"Edward, you are also going to be cheated by Nicole. If you betray Moore, everything we have before 

will be gone. If something happens to Moore, Ron will have nothing. 

Even if I am released without charge, do you really think that Nicole will care about us? At that time, we 

will also be helpless." Sunny didn't believe that Nicole would be so kind. 

No one would be so merciful and generous to a person who threatened his position and life. 

Hearing Sunny's words, Edward began to hesitate. 

 


